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Introduction

101 Ways

How to scale your teams and
organisation through 2022 and
beyond

“Scaling” is as poorly understood a
concept as it is popular. Touted as a
solution to efficiency, growth, speed and
more, scaling can deliver all of these
things, but only when properly defined and
applied to the specifics of your operation
and goals. You need to make sure that
you’re scaling the right things, and that
you do so in a sustainable and deliberate
way.
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What is scaling?
So, what are we actually talking about? A good starting point is the distinction
between scaling and growth:

1

Growth:
This is literally just more. Growth

2

Scaling:
This is the framework you use to

could mean adding engineers to

enable growth. Scaling is how you

your development team, taking

change processes, structures,

onboard additional projects,

and operations to accommodate

expanding your customer base, or

increased inputs and outputs

creating more revenue. Whatever

within any given system. It’s what

it is, growth is defined by adding

allows you to grow without being

more.

overwhelmed by complexity.

When done right, scaling should empower you to do more with less, and be more
efficient as you grow. However, scaling isn’t an outcome. It’s a strategy and process. In
a nutshell, our goal is to help you understand the fundamental principles of scaling and
think about how they can be applied to your product development.
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What is scaling product
development?
Obviously, you can apply the principles of scaling to a lot of
different things. Oftentimes, scaling is discussed in the context of
your entire organisation. However, our focus here is, specifically,
scaling product development. This really breaks down into three
sub-components:

Scaling technology: How your architecture, software,
and hardware enables or restricts your ability to grow.

Scaling people: How the right people and team
structures enable efficiency and the delivery of products
at scale, while overcoming the challenges of complexity.

Scaling product and business: The need to align your
product strategy with business goals, and the relationship
between customer (or user) demand and your ability to
scale successfully.

Fundamentally, scaling product development is directly linked to
scaling your organisation — and scaling in general. It’s about the
people you employ, how those people are structured into teams,
how those teams communicate (with each other and the wider
organisation), and the technological foundations of the product
they are developing.
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Why you should listen
to us
At 101 Ways, we’ve helped many
businesses analyse their team structures,
technological foundations and product
development strategies with scaling in
mind. We not only have experience as
advisors, we know what it’s like to develop
technology first-hand. Our leaders,
developers and engineers work directly
with clients who need help putting into
action the tactical and strategic advice
we’ve delivered.
By focusing on both technical specifics
and technology leadership, we’re able to
deliver the 360-degree view our clients
need to make the right choices and put
those decisions into action. Although
nothing can beat the clarity of having
an expert analyse your specifics, what’s
contained here is the framework those
experts would use to provide you with that
support.
We are going to give you the context you
need to figure out if you can scale your
product development yourself, or if you
need support to really put all those pieces
in place. Whether or not it’s a quick chat
or a long-term project, we’re here to help.
Let’s get started!
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The four principles of scaling
product development

Every organisation is unique, and every
product development team needs to be
scaled in an equally unique way. We can’t
tell you what to do, but we can help you
identify the right questions and modes
of thinking that will improve your ability
to identify the right answer. If you’re still
struggling at the end of this, remember
that organisations like 101 Ways can help
you take that final step and put the pieces
together with one-on-one support.

Note:
Elements of this section could be applied to scaling
more generally. However, these four principles were
directly developed to scale product development
teams. What we will do here is provide a framework
that you can use to enable scaling within your own
organisation.
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Principle 1: The right product
strategy
If you aren’t focused on building the right

relies on distribution partners to facilitate

product, trying to scale that product

end customer transactions and delivery.

is only going to create problems. Your

In that instance, scaling development for

product development strategy must be

an app that facilitates customer sales

intrinsically linked to the nature of your

and fulfillment would be a waste of time.

organisation. You need user demand,

It would make more sense to focus on

clear goals and a reason to scale — and

warehouse distribution and inventory

you need visibility over these things in a

management. However, if your business

way that will allow you to benchmark your

was planning on making the switch from

decisions against organisational goals.

wholesale to direct-to-consumer sales,
that might be the exact type of app

For example, let’s say you work for a

functionality to focus on developing.

wholesale ecommerce business that

What good looks like
Your product strategy needs to be aligned with how your organisation operates. To make
that happen, you really need two things:

Knowledge of the business:

Knowledge about solutions:

You have to know how the business

This means knowing your existing

works, and have insight into where

capabilities and technology stack

the business is going. Likely, that

in order to identify under-utilised

means representation at board

solutions. It also means knowing

level, but it definitely means access

developing trends that could solve

to someone who does. You need

new and long-term problems. In

good relationships throughout the

both instances, no individual can

business in order to make sure you

keep on top of it all, so that means

understand what is needed and

having multiple experts you can call

what isn’t.

on to provide answers.
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Fundamentally, if you don’t align your organisational and product strategy, scaling will
be misaligned. Good looks like identifying these specifics and making decisions that will
keep everything aligned down the road.

Questions you should ask yourself
Q. Do you know who your customers (or end-users) are?
A. If you don’t have a clear picture of whom your users are, you have no hope of
developing the right products.
Q. Do you need to reinvent the wheel?
A. The answer to this question might be yes. But, more often than not, the answer
should be fixing problems and adding functionality.
Q. How do we get feedback from users/customers?
A. Critical to deciding what to scale and evaluating your success, you need a way to
communicate with users and put that information to use, directing the strategy.
Q. Are we proving/disproving a hypothesis that will inform the product strategy?
A. It’s critical that you are always asking questions that can be objectively answered
using data — rather than simply relying on your own subjective assumptions.
Realistically, this is the only way to know if you’re headed in the right direction and
validate assumptions made throughout the scaling process.
Q. Do we have the right measures to evaluate success from a commercial and
user perspective?
A. Doing something “for the sake” of it is never good business practice. You need
some way of quantifying the impact of your actions on the bottom line — even
indirectly. This will help keep you focused on the right things. It will also help you get
funding for your project.
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Principle 2: The right (high-quality)
people
Scaling is definitionally not about throwing

For example, data scientists might be

more people at the problem, it’s about

critical to decrypting user data, able to

enabling your people to do more by

help direct product development strategy.

improving how they work together… and

However, it’s likely that you’ll need more

maybe adding some more people as

engineers and product owners as you start

well. However, it’s far better to have five

expanding your user base and making

of the right people than 50 of the wrong

more rapid changes to your product.

people. It’s also important that your people
work well together and complement each

Figuring out who you should hire and

other’s skill sets.

making the right choices also comes
directly back to business strategy. You

For example, if you have 15 hot-shot

need to know how your organisation will

developers who all want to set the project

likely change over time and how that

direction and write the flashiest front-end

impacts your ability to sustainably grow

code, that won’t really work out very well.

internal teams, and where you should look

You need different personality types —

to bring on outside help. Lastly, make sure

people who lead, people who follow. You

to consider how strategic partnerships can

also need different skill sets. That means

help you access the right people at the

front-end and back-end developers,

right time.

project managers and product owners, it
might also mean data scientists, graphic
designers, security specialists and more.

What good looks like
Having the right people comes back
to your product strategy. You need to
understand what skills are needed to
create and deliver the product, and
how that will change as you scale.
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Questions you should ask yourself
Q. What skills are you missing?
A. This means thinking about what’s currently lacking, but also where holes will appear
as you start to scale.
Q. What team roles are you missing?
A. Don’t forget to think about different types of people, and different roles within your
development team.
Q. Are your people working on the right things?
A. Make sure not to go hire someone new when you have the right person in your team,
just underutilised with the wrong tasks. Go back to basics and ask yourself what
your people could do, not just what they are doing.
Q. How will all of this change as your product scales?
A. The whole point of scaling is change. So, don’t get caught up with what you
currently do well, or what you can’t deliver today.
Q. Do you need more people, or do you need different people?
A. It’s always worth asking yourself if your current team is the right team, or if you
simply need more people.
Q. Do you have a strategy to get more people?
A. Even though scaling should involve increased efficiency, you are definitely going to
need more people eventually. You need a recruitment pipeline in place, and a backup
plan to access talent quickly if needed.
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team structures
Not only do you need the right people, and
people who work well together, but you
need to organise them into teams that can
effectively tackle problems. If you just keep
adding engineers to a single team, you will
only add to the complexity.
To a large degree, how you structure your
teams is central to the framework that
defines scaling as a whole. You need an
organisational structure that can grow
and continue to function effectively. For
example, too many direct reports will
overwhelm team leads and undermine the
support more junior staff need. However,
too many layers of management creates
bureaucracy, inhibits decision-making and
reduces ownership of responsibility.

Note:
This isn’t just about developers. It’s also about having
the right people and team structures for product
strategy, product delivery and more. Fundamentally,
you need the wider management structures and people
in place to support product development — which
relates directly back to the first two principles.
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What good looks like
You should prioritise transparency over control. It may be counter-intuitive, but by
devolving accountability as much as possible and allowing small teams to self organise,
you can increase efficiency. It allows you to cut up your product development so that
multiple small teams can autonomously collaborate on solving problems and developing
solutions.
Central to making this work is:
Clear communication: This means clear lines of communication (who should
talk to who about what) but also clear methods of communication (meetings,
messaging tools, project management tools).

Maximised accountability: The whole reason to go small is to make individuals
accountable for different actions. This is motivational and keeps everything moving
in the right direction.

Compatible groups: You have to make sure to group the right people together.
This means personality types, soft skills and technical skills that will get the most
out of everyone on the team.

Realistic project delineations: In order to stay focused, groups need to remain
focused on a limited segment of the product. However, don’t be so narrow or inflexible that outside-the-box thinking that runs across project lines cannot occur.

Retained oversight: Throughout all of this, you need to retain visibility and make
sure that people making decisions have a clear picture of everything that’s going
on. Project management tools can go a long way towards making this possible.
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There are a lot of “Agile Frameworks” used to guide team structures and ways of
working. Not all are the same, and if you want to go down that path, it’s important to
make sure that the goal is enabling small groups to work together.

Questions you should ask yourself
Q. How do your teams communicate today?
A. This has to do with both structures and methods of
communication. You should look at what works and what
needs improvement. Imagine what would happen if you
doubled, tripled or 10x your operation.
Q. Are there clear divides in your product that will allow
independent teams to operate more autonomously?
A. The more you can break things down without damaging
overall planning, the better. For example, sometimes it
makes a lot of sense to divide front-end and back-end
development. However, you always need to ask yourself what
communication is being lost when making these divisions.
Q. How do different components of your development team
work together?
A. Developers have to do a lot of little things, all of the time. That
makes it particularly important to focus on the ways in which
they communicate and track work.
Q. How do your product and delivery teams coordinate
with your development teams
A. You can’t get too focused on one part of product
development. Remember the whole process is interconnected
and needs to grow together.
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Principle 4: The right
technology
Your tech stack will have a big impact
on how you can scale, and what you
should scale. It impacts the types of
developers you should hire, how they
need to be supported, and the challenges
you will face while growing. Critically, your
technology needs to be aligned with your
wider capabilities, business strategy and
other technological choices.
For example, microservices provide
an ideal architecture for autonomous
collaboration among lots of small teams.
However, this is only the right move if
your product is designed to work with
microservice architecture.

Critical Note:
Some technology choices are one-way decisions that
lock you into a path, while others are easily reversible.
This is what is meant by the phrase “one-way and
two-way doors”. For example, moving your entire
application base into the cloud could be a one-way
door. Moving a specific application into the cloud is
easily reversible. Where possible, it’s better to make
two-way choices that allow you to experiment without
committing.
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What good looks like
You should make tech choices based
on the people you want to hire, and the
people you already have. For example,
if you have extensive development
experience with Java, sticking with that
trajectory makes sense, particularly if you
have a way to grow that talent pool. Don’t
let your development teams lead you
down the road of using some edge tech
that no one really knows how to use.
Fundamentally, it all comes back to
finding the right people. In fact, you can
even make tech choices to help sidestep skills shortages. Look at the talent
available in your area and consider making
technology choices that will help you hire
enough good people to meet your scaling
demands. Again, your ability to be flexible
is another reason to try and avoid locking
yourself into tech choices.
Lastly, make sure to consider the total
cost of ownership when thinking about
tech, rather than getting stuck focused
on up-front costs. For example, this is a
major stumbling block when it comes to
the cloud. However, the cost transparency
associated with the cloud, and likely lower
long-term costs, should not be ignored…
the cloud also provides expandable
infrastructure that makes scaling simpler.
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Questions you should ask yourself
Q. What is your choice of tech, and is there a skills shortage?
A. By thinking about how your tech choices impact your hiring capabilities, you can
improve access to top talent and avoid skill shortages.
Q. Does your tech support your product strategy and roadmap?
A. You need to think proactively about the product you are developing and how its
technical demands will change as you scale?
Q. What is the architecture, and are you using the right architecture?
A. Architecture impacts a lot of subsequent tech choices and should be interrogated
specifically with a long-term perspective.
Q. Do you have the right hardware and software in place to enable scaling?
A. Think about the direct demands of your product on networks, servers etc., along with
the technology you need to support team communication, collaboration and more.
Q. Are you making a 1-way or 2-way door decision?
A. Where possible, you should make decisions that are reversible in order to experiment
before making a commitment.
Q. Do you have a full understanding of the long-term cost implications of your
choice of tech?
A. Upfront costs can be misleading, by focusing on total-cost-of-ownership, you can
make a more informed and sustainable decision.
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P.S. These principles won’t
stand on their own
The four principles of scaling development sit in
an interrelated hierarchy. If you don’t have the right
product strategy, you won’t be able to find the right
people or develop the right teams. The technology you
use is dependent on all three. Scaling the business
should enable the product to scale, and how you
do that is directly related to your people, teams and
technology. If any one of these components is missing,
the whole thing will falter.
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How to set the foundations of
scaling today

How you get started scaling really

So far, we’ve provided a general guide

depends on you, and the specifics of

for what to focus on within the scaling

your organisation. We can only give you a

process. Now, we’re going to provide you

framework to apply to yourself. You’ll need

with a list of priorities able to help guide

to get in touch if you want to know what

your application of what was discussed in

we really think about you.

section one.
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Step 1: Think about the future and
identify roadblocks
The most successful organisations are the
ones that scale with the future in mind.
Netflix provides a great example of how
identifying future trends and aligning your
technology and business capabilities with
those trends can deliver transformational
results.
You might not even remember that Netflix
was originally a DVD retail company —
allowing customers to rent DVDs online
and receive them in the mail. Back in
1998, this was actually a big leap. Only
2% of American households even had a
DVD player, and delivery by mail massively
disrupted the old “Blockbuster” in-store
model.1 However, only nine years later,
Netflix was able to look beyond its existing
business model and re-invent home
entertainment for a second time.
Successfully launching the Netflix
streaming platform required spotting a
gap in the market and then partnering
innovative business practices with
technology development at scale.
Specifically, Netflix pioneered an affordable
subscription-based pricing model and
investment in original content with the
ability to stream services across multiple
devices, an algorithm that could add value
to users and infrastructure able to support
high volumes of video streaming.
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Fundamentally, it’s important to think
about the organisation you’re going to be,
rather than just solving the problems you
have today. You can’t get too far ahead of
yourself, but if you have clear projections
about where you’re going, you can take
actions today that will enable that to
be the reality. This applies to any given
scaling project (e.g. what capabilities are
you most missing), but is also a general
mindset point that will help you identify
what you should be scaling and how.
For example, if you think your business
will increase by 10x over the next year,
that requires a different type of planning
than if your projections are to double.
Similarly, new customers can mean very
different things to different businesses. A
SaaS provider is likely to think more about
customer-facing applications and the
features that require development. While
an eCommerce platform might be more
concerned about in-house logistics or
point-of-sale software.
Again, this is all why having a clear
product strategy is so important to scaling
product development — it provides the
vision for the future that allows you to
be proactive, rather than always being
reactive.
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Step 2: Enable small groups of
people
Dunbar’s number states that we can only

In order to focus on efficiency and

really manage about 150 relationships at

scalability during the company’s earlier

one time. Whether or not this is strictly

days its founder, Jeff Bezos, instituted

true, it does hit on an important point:

a rule that every internal team should

human social bandwidth is, to some

be small enough to be fed with two

extent, limited. The next question is, is

pizzas.3 The key takeaway from this

it important that you know everyone you

approach is this: you should aim to have

work with?

no more than ten people in a group
or meeting. Each additional member

Realistically, in an ideal world, the answer

added beyond that increases the various

is probably yes.

factors that contribute towards ineffective
communication and reduced productivity.4

At the core of any successful tech
organisation you are likely to find small

Small groups of people work really well

teams. For example, when Facebook

together, and the ability to form personal

purchased WhatsApp in February 2014

connections creates comradery and

for $19 billion, the company had a team of

improves engagement. This is backed up

just 32 engineers who created a platform

by a 2013 report which found that 42% of

with over 450 million users.2

employees working at companies of 10 or
fewer were engaged at work, compared

In the same way that a startup may have

with only 30% of employees at large

one team, larger organisations just have

organisations.5 Despite this, it’s also still

many. Smaller groups of people avoid

crucial to maintain the ability to coordinate

complications related to indecision,

effectively as an organisation. Technology

bureaucracy and complicated decision-

is part of what makes this possible, but

making processes. A great example of

this mostly depends on how you structure

this principle being put into practice is

your teams and organisation.

Amazon’s so-called Two Pizza Rule.
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Step 3: Reduce complexity
Conway’s law states that organisations

from corporate website design. UX expert

tend to design systems that mirror their

Nigel Bevan6 identified that companies

communication structures. For example,

tend to create websites with structures

if your development teams operate in a

and content that mirror internal concerns,

loosely coordinating and self-organised

as opposed to speaking to the needs of

web, you are far more likely to develop

the user.7

modular programs than if you stick your
entire operation into a strict hierarchy.

Fundamentally, if you do not plan

Fundamentally, your organisation is

around this reality, it will just slow things

going to reflect your structures. If you

down. You need to change how you do

don’t streamline and simplify, you will

things as you grow in order to remain

just replicate complexity all over the

effective. Again, this comes back to team

organisation. In fact, growth is likely to add

structures, how you communicate, and the

complexity.

technology being used.

Perhaps the best and most well-known
example of Conway’s law in action comes
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Step 4: Remain agile at
scale
It’s really impossible to overstress the

to create. It’s an ongoing process and

importance of agile methods of working

framework, rather than a true destination.

to scaling, and the need to embrace that

There can be a temptation to add

while growing. Fundamentally, this is what

processes and governance in an attempt

steps two and three are about — removing

to maintain control of product delivery.

barriers and providing your organisation

Although it might seem counter-intuitive,

the agility necessary to adapt while

devolving accountability and allowing

keeping everyone aligned.

small teams to self-organise can increase
efficiency. We’ve addressed this in detail,

However, it is also worth remembering

but it’s up to you to apply this to your

that remaining agile isn’t just important

operation and keep focused on that goal

within the context of scaling alone. Instead

as your scaling strategy becomes a reality.

it’s the end state that you are seeking
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There is no template for your
business
101 Ways can help

Scaling product development can be
hard, but it’s achievable with the right
tools, approach, and people. However, it’s
critical that you look beyond templated
advice. Your organisation is unique and
demands a unique strategy to scale.
For example, the needs of a startup,
scale-up or enterprise are always going
to be very different. However, the number
of variables just cascade from there —
industry, customer-base, growth trajectory,
geography, existing technology, current
teams. Realistically, it’s not even possible
to list the variables, much less how they
might layer on top of each other and how
that relates to solutions.
With that said, the answer still comes back
to having the right people, team structures
and technology — all guided by a product
strategy aligned with your business
strategy. It’s just the specifics that vary.
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What we’ve set out here will help you
focus on the right questions and assess
the best path forward for you.
At 101 Ways, we help businesses create
product and business strategies, procure
the right technology, build the right teams
and scale. We can help you identify skills
gaps and expand your in-house team,
or bring in our people with specialist
expertise to help you get up to speed
today.
Scaling successfully requires a bespoke
strategy that caters to the specifics of your
organisational needs and goals. If you
want help applying these principles and
steps to develop a strategy built for you,
get in touch — we can ensure you make
the right decision today.

Get in touch
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